
Summary Report Page: 12/24/2022

:Estimate Number -27

:Parcel Number PUC 345 Warehouse Discount Store : Class D

:ZIP/Postal Code 77385

.

Section 1

.

Occupancy RankHeightClass

100%  Discount Warehouse Store  2.0 20.00Metal frame and walls

Total Area :  40,000

Number of Stories (Section) :  1.00

Shape :  2.00

.

Components Units/% Other

Sprinklers:

Wet Sprinklers 100%

Exterior Walls:

Single -Metal on Steel Frame 100%

01/2022

.

Cost as of

.

CostUnits/% Total

Basic Structure

40,000  37.78  1,511,200     Base Cost

40,000  6.94  277,600     Exterior Walls

40,000  3.38  135,200     Heating & Cooling

40,000  3.11  124,400     Sprinklers

40,000  51.21  2,048,400Basic Structure Cost

.

Remarks for Section 1: 

.

Marshall & Swift Code: 458 / Masonry Warehouse Discount Stores ( Larger than240,000 SF ) EXAMPLES : Lumber 

Stores, Building Materials, some Furniture Stores, ETC. These buildings are warehouse type construction with primarily 

metallic exterior walls and sometimes a small amount of glass storefront. They have very little partitioning other than low 

quality office space, restrooms, and breakrooms. They typically have concrete flooring and exposed support beams and 

ductwork. Some parts of the building may not have air conditioning.

Cost Data by Marshall & Swift
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R498547 345 F1 187Z 7125.C AMERICAN FURNITURE WAREHOUSE8820 AMERICAN WAY, CONROE, TX  7730480 2021 2021 COST B 489,266 $77 $37,471,600 $69 F1 $2.40 1,267,117 $3,486,900

R236396 345 F1 157U 7102.C LOWE'S 1920 WESTVIEW BLVD, CONROE, TX  77304 1995 2005 COST C 126,982 $83 $10,518,580 $56 F1 $4.00 857,130 $3,428,520

R250346 345 F1 157 S 7108.C J & D COUNTRY STORE4141 W DAVIS ST, CONROE, TX  77301 1998 2010 COST C 12,614 $163 $2,055,160 $63 F1 $6.00 261,360 $1,265,250

R261188 345 F1 157Y 7107.C IMP ONLY-HOME DEPOT1341 W DAVIS ST, CONROE, TX  77301 1997 2010 COST C 115,505 $59 $6,838,420 $59 IMP ONLY

R271678 345 F1 7107.C IMP ONLY-OFFICE DEPOT1319 W DAVIS ST, CONROE, TX  77301 1999 2010 COST C 31,258 $62 $1,942,910 $62 IMP ONLY

R272121 345 F1 252A 8140.C HOME DEPOT 19103 S INTERSTATE 45, SHENANDOAH, TX  77381 1999 2003 COST C 109,575 $104 $11,388,860 $53 F1 $12.00 467,577 $5,610,920

R278514 345 F1 7100.C SAMS CLUB 2000 WESTVIEW BLVD, CONROE, TX  77304 1999 2005 COST C 134,904 $110 $14,849,140 $55 F1 $8.00 924,470 $7,395,760

R281398 345 F1 GIS# 1221A 8140.C SAMS CLUB 19091 INTERSTATE 45 S, SHENANDOAH, TX  77385 2000 2005 COST C 125,668 $104 $13,094,940 $53 F1 $12.00 531,001 $6,372,010

R286990 345 F1 217R 8132.C LOWE'S 3052 COLLEGE PARK, THE WOODLANDS, TX  77384 2001 2004 COST C 135,197 $102 $13,745,860 $54 F1 $9.00 714,384 $6,429,460

R292973 345 F1 296F 5163.C HOME DEPOT 23575 HIGHWAY 59, PORTER, TX  77365 1999 2005 COST C 109,545 $80 $8,720,380 $54 F1 $6.00 466,223 $2,797,330

R298900 345 F1 217R 7126.C AT HOME 16778 INTERSTATE 45, CONROE, TX  77384 2000 2016 COST C 113,010 $119 $13,477,510 $81 F1 $10.00 435,299 $4,352,990

R313832 345 F1 8134.C 8185 HIGHWAY 242, THE WOODLANDS, TX  77385 2014 2014 COST C 152,035 $122 $18,561,290 $68 F1 $20.00 760,732 $8,271,320

R313832 345 F1 8134.C COSTCO 8185 HIGHWAY 242, THE WOODLANDS, TX  77385 2014 2014 COST C 152,035 $122 $18,561,290 $68 F1 $20.00 760,732 $8,271,320

R338633 345 F1 215M 2152.C HOME DEPOT 6119 FM 1488 RD, MAGNOLIA, TX  77354 2004 2004 COST C 105,416 $87 $9,213,310 $54 F1 $7.00 498,544 $3,489,810

R418303 345 F1 187Z 7125.C BARTHOLET 12280 INTERSTATE 45 N, CONROE, TX  77305 2011 2011 COST C 27,761 $84 $2,325,210 $68 F1 $6.00 98,446 $443,010

R46512 345 F1 335H 5157.C LOWE'S 22600 US HIGHWAY 59, KINGWOOD, TX  77339 1999 2006 COST C 73,495 $86 $6,353,080 $55 F1 $10.00 229,300 $2,292,990

R516673 345 F1 8143.C INTERSTATE 45 N, SPRING, TX  7738640 2021 2021 COST C 80,370 $86 $6,940,460 $26 F1 $20.00 242,952 $4,859,040

R127055 345 F1 157R 7104.C NON-COMP Centro Cristiano De Vida, Texas Upholstery Fabrics2420 N FRAZIER ST, CONROE, TX  77303 1970 2005 COST D 9,800 $53 $518,510 $39 F1 $7.00 19,558 $136,910

R289549 345 F1 CITY 1-B 7108.C TRI - SUPPLY 5457 W DAVIS ST, CONROE, TX  77304 2007 2007 COST D 35,700 $62 $2,199,280 $42 F1 $3.00 151,415 $711,240

R30039 345 F1 157R 7111.C MOORE SUPPLY CO 300 N LOOP 336 E, CONROE, TX  77301 1980 2010 COST D 20,737 $46 $963,260 $39 F1 $2.00 81,893 $163,780

R36956 345 F1 187D 7120.C ABC SUPPLY 940 S FRAZIER ST, CONROE, TX  77301 1985 2000 COST D 26,839 $66 $1,762,230 $48 F1 $2.00 236,391 $472,780

R36960 345 F1 187H 7124.C 84 LUMBER 930 S INTERSTATE 45, CONROE, TX 2006 2013 COST D 83,200 $53 $4,427,340 $38 F1 $4.00 320,819 $1,255,280

R471892 345 F1 123U 1101.C McCOY'S BUILDING SUPPLY20341 EVA ST, MONTGOMERY, TX  77356 2017 2017 COST D 48,466 $75 $3,616,310 $44 F1 $5.00 450,846 $1,482,770

R54819 345 F1 217H 7126.C PRO BUILD 15543 S INTERSTATE 45, CONROE, TX  77385 2009 2012 COST D 63,904 $56 $3,589,670 $37 F1 $2.00 478,812 $1,223,480

2022 Commercial PUC 345 Equity Evidence

4/12/2022

This document was prepared for use by the Montgomery Central Appraisal District only. MCAD does not 
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R250346 345 F1 157 S 7108.C J & D COUNTRY STORE4141 W DAVIS ST, CONROE, TX  77301 1998 2010 COST C 12,614 $163 $2,055,160 $63 F1 $6.00 261,360 $1,265,250 07-Dec-18 $1,988,401 $148.71 7.7 $1,575,000 124.86 Conroe ISD NORTH

  

4/13/2022

2022 Commercial PUC 345 Sales Evidence

This document was prepared for use by the Montgomery Central Appraisal District only. MCAD does not 

guarantee or warrant the accuracy of the document/data.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,AND SPECIFICALLY THERE IS NO 

WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR OF FITNESS.
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MONTGOMERY CENTRAL APPRAISAL DISTRICT 
 

RETAIL CLASSIFICATION GUIDELINES 
Properties are also valued with a market value percentage adjustment. 

 
Retail buildings are categorized into different Property Use Codes (PUC) depending on their general building characteristics 
and the group of properties they compete directly with in the market.  Retail buildings are further tiered within their PUC 
group based on location and quality.  The tiering is also reflected in the market rental rates.   
 
Multi-Tenant Buildings 
Multi-tenant retail buildings are usually valued using the Income Approach.  MCAD considers the Income Approach the 
most credible method of valuation for stabilized multi-tenant retail buildings since they are sold for their income-producing 
ability, with the primary motivation being the principal of anticipation.   Income models are developed based primarily on 
an analysis of rent roll and income/expense evidence presented by agents and property owners during the hearing process.  
Vendor data sources, such as CoStar and REIS, are also used.  The vendor sources provide market reports that address not 
only market rents and expenses, but also occupancy rates and capitalization rates.   
 
Recent construction projects, especially those that are incomplete or have not yet reached stabilized occupancy, are valued 
using the Cost Approach.  MCAD considers the Cost Approach the most credible method for valuation of recent 
construction projects for the following reasons:  the primary motivation is the principal of substitution; the most reliable 
evidence for value is the cost to build which is readily available from vender cost data services such as Marshall & Swift or 
AIA documentation; and there is very little if any depreciation.  If a new construction project does not reach stabilized 
occupancy within a typical time-frame for the market, MCAD will consider the Income Approach with appropriate 
adjustments such as lease-up costs, tenant improvement expenses, and adjustment to the capitalization rate.  
 
 
Single-Tenant Buildings 
Most single-tenant retail buildings are build-to-suit or owner-occupied properties and are therefore valued using the Cost 
Approach.  MCAD considers the Cost Approach the most credible method for valuation of single-tenant retail buildings for 
the following reasons:  the primary motivation is the principal of substitution; most single tenant buildings are owner-
occupied therefore there is insufficient data to support market rent.  The most credible evidence for recent construction 
cost to build is the AIA documentation.  Marshall & Swift data is considered the most credible cost evidence for older 
buildings when appropriate depreciation is applied.  MCAD considers Marshall & Swift depreciation tables, but also analyzes 
sales and vendor data to determine appropriate depreciation rates. 
 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 
 
Other retail buildings that are appraised using the Cost Approach include buildings with unique features and buildings that 
are an interim use of the land, particularly if the Income Approach does not support the market value of the land.  
 
In addition to the Income Approach and Cost Approach, MCAD applies the Market Approach to determine market values 
within the competitive groups.  The most recent valid sales are given the most emphasis.  The sales are analyzed and 
available vendor data is reviewed to determine appropriate capitalization rates.  The sales are also considered when 
developing depreciation schedules for Cost properties. 
 
The retail Property Use Codes (PUC) are described in the next section, followed by the classification guidelines. 
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PUC 341 : Regional Malls: 

Regional Malls are destination shopping centers that provide a complete shopping experience including merchandise, 

eating establishments, entertainment venues such as cinemas, and sometimes office space or lodging accommodations 

such as hotels. They have multiple anchors, usually department stores, and sometimes comprise over 1,000,000 square feet 

of leasable area. They are usually located in areas of high population density and have major street frontage with high 

visibility.  Traditional Regional Malls are enclosed structures but malls can also be open-air establishments with a pedestrian 

concourse and courtyard.  The open-air Regional Malls are often referred to as “Lifestyle Centers.”  According to vendor 

data, Regional Malls command the lowest capitalization rates of all retail building types and are among the  most valuable 

retail buildings. 
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PUC 340 : Power Centers  

Power Centers consist entirely or almost entirely of multiple anchors, often referred to as “big box” or magnet stores. These 

anchors can be warehouse discount stores, discount stores, department stores or supermarkets.  In Power Centers, anchors 

typically occupy 80% to 100% of the total leasable area.  The smaller tenants, if there are any, are few in number and 

typically include limited amount of inline space, smaller multi-tenant buildings or one or more pad sites such as restaurants.   

Power Centers are located at major intersections with high traffic count, good visibility, and multiple ingress/egress points.  

Power Centers serve a large geographical area, therefore there are fewer Power Centers within a given market than any 

other retail PUC other than Regional Malls.  Because Power Centers are primarily composed of large anchor buildings which 

command a lower rental rate per square foot than inline or pad sites, they have a lower value per square foot compared 

with other PUC’s of similar class within the market. 
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PUC 342 : Community Shopping Centers 

Community Centers have more than one anchor and also have inline space and pad sites that make up more than 20% of 

the leasable area.  They provide a wide range of goods and services in one location and serve a large geographical area 

encompassing multiple residential neighborhoods.  The anchor tenants are usually discount stores, warehouse discount 

stores, department stores and sometimes supermarkets.  Inline space and pad sites will consist of specialty stores, 

restaurants, fast food establishments, banks, medical offices and convenience marts.  Community Centers range in size 

from about 140,000 to 550,000 square feet of leasable area and have superior frontage at intersections of major 

thoroughfares with good visibility and access/egress.  
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PUC 343 : Neighborhood Shopping Centers 

A Neighborhood Center is a shopping center developed to serve the residential neighborhoods in the immediate vicinity. 

They are typically anchored by one supermarket and have additional inline space and pad sites.  They sometimes will also 

have a discount store such as a drug store, and sometimes medical space.  Pad sites will include fast food, single or multi-

tenant buildings and banks.  They often will have a gas canopy with an attendant’s booth.  Neighborhood Centers are 

designed for the sale of daily goods and services needed in the immediate neighborhood.  Neighborhood centers have a 

typical net rentable area of 50,000 to 250,000 square feet and are usually located at the intersection of secondary arteries 

or at the entrance to large neighborhoods. 
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PUC 344 : Strip Shopping Centers 

Strip shopping centers are designed for multi-tenant occupancy but have no anchor tenant.  They are similar to inline space 

but are not associated with a major shopping center such as a neighborhood or community center.  A typical strip shopping 

center range is 5,000 to 60,000 square feet. Strip centers have five or more tenants.  Since they have no anchor tenant, 

strip centers depend heavily on good visibility and access, therefore they are usually located on a major or secondary artery 

with high traffic count.  They are classed according to quality and location. 

 

PUC 374 : Multi-Tenant Retail 

Multi-Tenant Retail buildings are a small version of a strip shopping center, with the number of tenants ranging from two to 

four. As in strip shopping centers, there is no anchor tenant and they are similar to inline space but are not associated with 

a major shopping center such as a neighborhood or community center.  Multi-tenant buildings that are associated with 

shopping centers are assigned the appropriate PUC for the shopping center and are valued as pad-sites.  The typical size 

ranges from 2,000 to 40,000 square feet.  Multi-tenant buildings may be located on a major artery, secondary artery, or a 

side street leading to a residential neighborhood and are classed according to quality and location. 
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PUC 373 : Single Tenant Retail  

Single-tenant retail buildings are detached buildings with one occupant or tenant that are not associated with a shopping 

center.   They are typically less than 20,000 square feet.  They are valued on the Cost Approach.  Single-tenant buildings 

that are associated with shopping centers are assigned the appropriate PUC for the shopping center and are valued as pad-

sites.  PUC 373 also includes single-tenant discount stores.  The discount stores have a lower level of interior finish than 

most single-tenant buildings and also have less partitioning.  Examples of single-tenant discount stores include CVS, 

Walgreens, mattress stores and some furniture and paint stores.  Single-tenant buildings may be located on a major artery, 

secondary artery, or a side street and are classed according to quality and location. 

 

PUC 345 : Discount Warehouse Store 

Discount warehouse stores are single-tenant retail buildings ranging in size from 20,000 to 150,000 square feet that have 

minimal interior partitioning and finish.   They are valued on the Cost Approach.  They have a lower level of interior finish-

out compared to single tenant retail stores and discount stores.  They are warehouse type construction, typically with tilt-

wall or masonry block exteriors and sometimes metallic exteriors.  They will usually have a small amount of glass and 

masonry storefront.  They have very little partitioning other than a small amount of office area, break rooms, storage space 

and rest rooms.  They typically have exposed concrete flooring and exposed ceiling rafters and ductwork.  Class A, B and C+ 

warehouse discount stores will be larger than 40,000 square feet and will have refrigerated display cases, such as Costco 

and Sam’s Club.  Class C warehouse discount stores will be larger than 40,000 square feet and will be primarily masonry 

block or tilt wall with NO refrigerated display cases, such as Lowe’s or Home Depot.  Class D warehouse discount stores will 

be larger than 20,000 square feet and will be primarily metallic, such as building supply stores 
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PUC 328 : Discount Store 

Discount Stores are 2,000 to over 20,000 square feet with most being around 15,000 sf.  They have minimal partitioning and 

will have inexpensive floor coverings such as vinyl and acoustic (drop) ceilings.  They will have a small office area, 

breakroom and bathrooms.  Examples:  Dollar Stores, Auto Parts, Sherwin Williams, Rooms to Go, Cavender’s, Specs, 

discount furniture stores. 

 

 

PUC 326 : Drug Store 

Drug Stores are typical large chain discount-type stores that sell pharmaceutical drugs and sundry items.  Examples are CVS 

and Walgreens. 
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PUC 346 : Department Store 

The Department Store property use code is assigned only to free-standing department stores.  Department Stores that are 

anchors in shopping centers are part of that economic unit and will have the appropriate property use code for the 

shopping center in which they are located.  Free-standing department stores differ from mall-anchor department stores in 

their size and structure type.  Free-standing department stores are smaller and usually are single-story buildings, whereas 

mall-anchor department stores are significantly larger and are multiple-story structures with escalators and elevators.  

Since free-standing department stores are single-tenant properties and typically built-to-suit, they are valued using the Cost 

Method. 

 

PUC 347 : Supermarket  

PUC 347 designates supermarkets that are not associated with a major shopping center such as a neighborhood or 

community center and are valued on the Cost Approach.  Supermarkets associated with shopping centers are typically 

valued as anchor space using the Income Approach.  Supermarkets are typically tilt-wall or concrete block structures with 

glass and metal storefronts.  They have minimal partitioning but differ from warehouse discount stores because they have a 

higher level of interior finish such as floor coverings and drop ceilings.  Supermarkets are known for selling groceries but 

some Supermarkets, such as Wal-Mart and Signature Kroger, also sell a variety of other retail goods.   Supermarkets vary in 

size from less than 20,000 square feet to over 200,000 square feet and are classed according to their quality and.  

Supermarkets are usually located within or at the entrance to a residential neighborhood. 
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PUC 352 : Market  

PUC 352 are small grocery stores less than 30,000 sf that are not associated with a major shopping center such as a 

neighborhood or community center and are valued on the Cost Approach.  Markets associated with shopping centers are 

typically valued as anchor space using the Income Approach.  Markets are either tilt-wall or concrete block structures with 

glass and metal storefronts, or they may be metallic structures.  They have minimal partitioning but differ from warehouse 

discount stores because they have a higher level of interior finish such as floor coverings and drop ceilings.  Markets are 

classed according to their quality and location.  Class A, B and C markets are masonry buildings.  Class C-, D and E markets 

are metallic buildings. 

 

  
 

 RETAIL CLASS DESCRIPTIONS  
 
Class A+: 
Class A+ properties are the most desirable properties in the market due to their prestigious location 

and excellent quality.  They are investment-grade real estate.  They are typically recent construction 

but could also be older buildings in premium locations that have been well maintained and/or 

renovated.  Properties of this stature are customarily situated in prime locations with exceptional 

accessibility.   They typically are adjacent to complimentary amenities including office buildings, 

restaurants, parks, and entertainment districts.  They have high quality interior and exterior finish and 

are very well maintained.  Class A+ properties reflect superior workmanship, cutting edge architectural 

design, and high-quality material.  This class of building commands premium rental rates and attracts 

prestigious tenants.   They have the lowest capitalization rates of the retail properties and are leased 

on a NNN rent structure. 
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Class A: 

Class A properties generate the next highest rents and are more common than Class A+.  They 

command prime locations, have an optimum mix of good quality tenants with long term leases, and 

are “state of the art” type properties.  The stabilized occupancy for Class A properties is usually at or 

near 100%.  They are located in areas of high traffic volume in proximity to other superior quality 

properties with complimentary land uses.  The typical locations are near major intersections, within an 

exclusive demographic boundary, or in business clusters around shopping malls.  Tenants are well 

known regional and national retailers. They may include superior quality supermarkets (e.g. signature 

stores), drug stores, discount stores, or specialty stores.  They may also include a well-patronized 

cinema.  Visibility, ingress, egress, access, and quality of signage are typically superior.  Class A 

properties are investment-grade real estate.  They are leased on a NNN rent structure. 

 

Class B: 

Class B retail properties are good quality properties in good locations.  Class B properties do not 

generate quite as high rent levels as Class A properties because they are inferior to Class A standards 

for location, quality and design.  They tend to have similar occupancy rates as Class A.  They are 

typically located on major thoroughfares with heavy traffic volume.  Tenants are well known local, 

regional or national retailers.  They are generally recent construction but may be properties of older 

vintage which at one time were Class A.  Class B properties have good ingress, egress, access, visibility, 

signage, and are well maintained.  Class B properties are investment-grade real estate.  They are leased 

on a NNN rent structure. 

 

Class C: 

Class C retail properties are generally older, well established centers of average quality. Class C 

properties generate lower rental rates than Class A and Class B centers and also generally have a lower 

occupancy rate.  Since Class C properties are not considered investment-grade real estate, 

capitalization rates applied in Class C income models are higher than those applied in Class A and B 

models.  Class C retail properties are typically rented on a modified gross rent structure. 

In Class C shopping centers, anchored tenants are typically older supermarkets, drug stores, 

department stores or discount stores. The anchor tenants may be nationally known retailers, but often 

their long-term leases are due to expire in a few years. The chances of attracting a similar quality 

replacement tenant may be diminished. In some cases, the original anchor tenant may have moved 

and the anchor space has subsequently been replaced by tenant of slightly inferior quality.  Inline 

tenants are mostly local merchants who have no national name recognition.  

Class C retail buildings are located either on major thoroughfares or well-traveled secondary arteries.  

The location, construction quality, design, appeal, signage, and neighborhood demographics are below 
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the standards of higher-class properties.  Class C properties with good locations are sometimes 

targeted by investors for extensive renovation and are upgraded to Class A or Class B properties. 

 

Class D: 

Class D retail properties are considered low quality.  The inferior characteristics of Class D properties 

are reflected in low rental rates and typically high expenses.  They are leased on a gross rent structure. 

For Class D shopping centers, the anchor tenants may be original or significantly inferior replacement 

tenants such as churches or resale shops.  In some cases, one or more anchor space may be vacated 

and impossible to market to a quality replacement tenant due to functional obsolescence.  In addition, 

the property’s visibility, access, and ingress/egress may be impaired.  Some tenants may be signed to 

short-term leases or even renting on a month-to-month basis.  If there are pad sites on these 

properties, they are usually occupied by marginal tenants.  For instance, a building formerly occupied 

by a fast-food franchise may be currently occupied by a locally-owned restaurant or a title-loan 

business.   

Class D retail buildings are usually located on secondary arteries. They are often near the entrance to 

low income or declining residential neighborhoods.  In some cases, newer and higher quality centers 

may have been constructed in the market which have drawn tenants away from property. Class D 

properties typically have significant functional or locational deficiencies limiting their potential. The 

deficiencies may include poor street exposure, poor access, poor building design, inadequate parking, 

low traffic count, etc. Functional obsolescence is either curable or incurable.  A Class D property that is 

well located with curable obsolescence can sometimes be upgraded to a Class C property. 

 

Class E: 

Class E retail properties are similar to Class D properties in terms of inferior construction quality, 

inferior location, deferred maintenance, poor stabilized occupancy, poor signage, poor design/appeal, 

and functional obsolescence.   Class E properties are valued using a Cost Approach to value because 

they are no longer considered the highest and best use of the land due to their ongoing occupancy 

issues, their extent of deferred maintenance or because the market land value can no longer be 

supported by the income stream the property is able to generate. 

 



Summary Report Page: 12/24/2022

:Estimate Number -27

:Parcel Number PUC 345 Warehouse Discount Store : Class C

:ZIP/Postal Code 77385

.

Section 1

.

Occupancy RankHeightClass

100%  Discount Warehouse Store  2.5 22.00Masonry bearing walls

Total Area :  100,000

Number of Stories (Section) :  1.00

Shape :  2.00

.

Components Units/% Other

Exterior Walls:

Concrete Block 95%

Curtain-Metal with Glass Panels 5%

Sprinklers:

Wet Sprinklers 100%

01/2022

.

Cost as of

.

CostUnits/% Total

Basic Structure

100,000  41.53  4,153,000     Base Cost

100,000  20.40  2,039,900     Exterior Walls

100,000  3.36  336,000     Heating & Cooling

100,000  2.90  290,000     Sprinklers

100,000  68.19  6,818,900Basic Structure Cost

.

Remarks for Section 1: 

.

Marshall & Swift Code: 458 / Masonry Warehouse Discount Stores ( Larger than 40,000 SF ) EXAMPLES : Lowes , Home 

Depot, Home Improvement Stores , Furniture Stores, ETC. These buildings are warehouse type construction with primarily 

masonry block or tilt wall exterior walls and sometimes a small amount of glass storefront. They have very little partitioning 

other than small office space, restrooms, and breakrooms. They typically have concrete flooring and exposed support beams 

and ductwork. Class "C" cost model will have very little or no refrigerated display cases. 

Cost Data by Marshall & Swift



Summary Report Page: 12/24/2022

:Estimate Number -27

:Parcel Number PUC 345 Warehouse Discount Store : Class C+

:ZIP/Postal Code 77385

.

Section 1

.

Occupancy RankHeightClass

100%  Discount Warehouse Store  3.0 22.00Masonry bearing walls

Total Area :  125,000

Number of Stories (Section) :  1.00

Shape :  2.00

.

Components Units/% Other

Exterior Walls:

Concrete Block 95%

Curtain-Metal with Glass Panels 5%

Sprinklers:

Wet Sprinklers 100%

01/2022

.

Cost as of

.

CostUnits/% Total

Basic Structure

125,000  46.88  5,860,000     Base Cost

125,000  21.99  2,748,188     Exterior Walls

125,000  5.76  720,000     Heating & Cooling

125,000  2.99  373,750     Sprinklers

125,000  77.62  9,701,938Basic Structure Cost

.

Remarks for Section 1: 

.

Marshall & Swift Code: 458 / Masonry Warehouse Discount Stores ( Larger than 40,000 SF ) EXAMPLES : Costco, Sam's 

Club, ETC. The buildings are warehouse type construction with primarily masonry block or tilt wall exterior walls and 

sometimes a small amount of glass storefront. They have very little partitioning other than small office space, restrooms, and 

breakrooms. They typically have concrete flooring and exposed support beams and ductwork. Class "C+" cost model is used 

for buildings that have refrigerated display cases. 

Cost Data by Marshall & Swift


